Part-time and full-time work behaviour of
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Abstract. Most micro-labour supply models presented in the literature embody the implicit
assumption that the coefficients of the explanatory variables are stable over the range of
variation for annual hours of work. In this paper we discuss reasons why this may not be true. A
two-stage consistent estimation method that eliminates the sample selection bias problem for
samples censored at two limits and is an extension of a consistent two-stage estimation method
presented by James Heckman for the case of samples censored at a single limit is then used to
explore this question empirically.
Le comportement desfemmes mariees travaillant a temps plein et a temps partiel: un modele ou
la variable dependante est tronque'e aux deux bouts. La plupart des micro-modeles d'offre de
travail qu'on trouve dans la litterature specialisee contiennent le postulat implicite que les
coefficients des variables independantes sont stables sur tout l'eventail du nombre des heures de
travail au cours d'une annee. Les auteurs examinent les raisons pour lesquelles ce n'est pas le
cas. Ce travail empirique utilise une methode de calibration consistente en deux etapes qui
elimine le probleme du biais dans 1'echantillonnage pour des echantillons tronques aux deux
bouts. Il s'agit d'une extension de la methode mise au point par James Heckman qui ne
tronquait la gamme d'echantillons qu'a un seul bout.
INTRODUCTION

In this paper we examine simplifications which are typ

an empirically tractable model of the labour force beh

we discuss the reasons that some of the parameters of

may take on different values over the range of variat

labour supply. If parameter instability of this sort exi
wives is split into two groups depending on the amount of labour supplied by each

wife and a model of labour force behaviour is estimated using data for each of these
groups, we would expect to find statistically significant differences between the
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resulting sets of estimates for the parameters of the model. If parameter instability of
this sort is found to exist, the next question is does it matter? Do the signs of any of the
coefficients change over the range of variation in the measure of labour supply? Do
these results shed any light on behavioural hypotheses of interest? Are there any

policy implications of these results? Would it be important for us in some way to take
account of this parameter instability in estimating equations to be used in predicting
the labour supply and earnings of individuals?
A two-stage consistent estimation method is used to obtain separate sets of

estimates of the parameters of a model of labour force behaviour for u.s. and
Canadian wives working less than 1,400 hours and for those working at least 1,400
hours. The estimation method employed explicitly accounts for the sample selection
bias problem resulting from the censoring of a sample at two limits, and is a
straightforward extension of a consistent two-stage estimation method presented by
James Heckman (1976, 1979) for the case of samples censored at a single limit. The

piece-wise approximation that can be obtained using this estimation method is in the
same spirit as the approximation obtained by substituting several dummy variables
(used either to shift the constant or one or more slopes in an equation) for a continuous

explanatory variable such as age or education when the form of the functional
relationship between the dependent variable and the explanatory variable is

unknown. 1 That is, the approximation will be discontinuous at the end-poin
an approximation will not necessarily satisfy a perceived need for a fully specified
behavioural model, including the functional forms of all behavioural interrelationships. Such an approximation, however, may at least represent a valuable step along

the road to further understanding.2 For convenience we shall refer to wives working
less than 1,400 hours in a year as part-time workers, and to those working at least

1,400 hours as full-time workers.

The decision to split working wives into two groups depending on whether they

worked more or less than 1,400 hours in the year is clearly arbitrary. The figure of
1,400 hours was chosen simply because it results in fairly equal numbers of wives in

our so-called part-time and full-time hours of work categories. Since virtually all the
published studies of the labour force behaviour of women, or married women,
implicitly embody our null hypothesis that the coefficients of these models are stable

over the range of variation for the chosen measure of labour supply, it is appropriate to

begin in this study by simply asking whether this null hypothesis can be rejected when
wives are split into low and high hours of work categories.

We are particularly interested in determining whether there are any systematic
1 A dummy variable slope shifter cannot be used to check for differences in coefficient values associated
with different numbers of hours of work, however, since hours of work is an endogenous variable in
our model.

2 Wales and Woodland (1978, 38) note, for instance, th4t 'A nonlinear model causes no real problems
for the maximum likelihood procedures either conceptually or computationally.' Maximum likelihood procedures cannot be applied, however, until the functional nature of the relevant nonlinearities has been fully determined. Moreover, translating even well specified non-linear relationships, such as the non-linear relationships between before- and after-tax earned income as defined by
the relevant tax tables, into functional forms may sometimes be very difficult.
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differences in the uncompensated wage elasticities of hours of work for wives who

work more versus those who work less than 1,400 hours in the year. Most researchers
have found the uncompensated wage elasticity of hours of work to be positive for

working wives, but negative for men. It is sometimes suggested, however, that the

wage elasticity for wives who work full time may be negative, just as it is for men
who work predominantly full-time. Empirical verification of this point has been
lacking. Yet if it were true that this elasticity is positive for women working small

numbers of hours, but negative for those working full time, this would raise the
possibility that some of the conflicting results presented in the literature may be due to
the fact that the ratio of part-time to full-time working wives is different in different
data bases and in the differing samples which different researchers extract from these
data bases.3

A variety of other topics are also investigated in this paper. An improved index is
introduced to account for the local demand for the labour of women of different types.
Problems of multicollinearity between the selection bias term introduced into our
regression equations and the other explanatory variables are discussed, and an
unconventional instrumental variable estimator proposed by Durbin (1954) is used

for the wage variable in our hours equation in an effort to cope with some of these
problems. Difficulties are reported with respect to the theoretically suggested

correction for heteroscedasticity for our wage and hours equations. Also we explore
the question of whether it would matter if we took account of regional price

differences in our empirical specifications.

A MODEL OF THE LABOUR FORCE BEHAVIOUR
OF MARRIED WOMEN

The basic model adopted in this paper is developed more fully in Nakamura and
Nakamura (1981). It is assumed that a family maximizes a twice differentiable

quasiconcave conditional utility function U(x, T - h; EHT, Z*) subject to the time
constraint 0 < h < T and the one period budget constraint
h

px=
where

EHT+w{
x

is

a

(1

-TX,)dS,

Hicksian

(1)

composite

good

of work of the wife at wage w, EHT is the husband's earned income plus family asset
income net of the income taxes which would be paid at zero hours of work for the

wife, Z* is a vector of predetermined constraints, T is the wife's total time, and TXs iS
the marginal tax rate on the wife's earnings at s hours of work. The wife's marginal
3 In Nakamura, Nakamura, and Cullen (1979) and in Nakamura and Nakamura (1981) the uncompen-

sated wage elasticities of hours of work for working maried women in Canada, and in the United

States and Canada, respectively, are found to be negative and of roughly the same magnitude as those
reported by other researchers for men. The results shown are for several different age groups of
married women,
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net offered wage at h hours of work is given by
Whn

=

W(1

-

TXh)*

(2)

Maximizing the Lagrangian

L = U(x, T-h; EHT, Z*) + X{EHT + w (1-TXS)ds-px} + yh (3)
with respect to x and h, where X and -y (O) are Lagrange multipliers, leads to the
conditions4 that a wife will work only if
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of (6) and linearizing this expression around Z*, EHT, ln Whn and h yields

In Wh* -= O + Z*l1 + P2EHT + f3 lnWhn + P4h+ U* if h>O

tI + Z*P1l+ P2EHT +U* if h =0, (8)

where U* denotes the disturbance term. It is also assumed in that variations in the

log of the wife's offered wage w are explained by

ln w = aoo + Zot, + Rot2 + u, (9)
where Z and R are, respectively, vectors
macro-economic variables and u denotes the disturbance term.

Notice that in deriving the simplified empirical model given by (8) and (9),
interactions between h and Wh', the after-tax marginal wage rate, are ignored in the
approximation to the budget constraint given in (7). Interactions between h and Whn
are also ignored in (8) in linearizing the asking wage function. In (9) it is simply
assumed that ln w does not depend on how many hours a wife works. Finally, in both
(8) and (9) the constant terms are assumed to be the same for all wives. Suppose,
4 Necessary conditions are Ux -p = 0, -U1 + X{w(l - TXh} + y = 0 and -yh = 0, where U1 =
aU(x, 1; EHT, Z*)/al and U, = aU(x, 1; EHT, Z*)/dx. These, in turn, imply w(I - TXh) + (y/)
UL/y or wh' + (Y/X) = wh*. Since y = 0 if h > 0 (and y - 0 if h = 0), we get (4) and (5).
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however, that there are fixed or persistent unobservable factors that have important
impacts on the labour force behaviour of individual wives. Suppose, furthermore,

that the mean values of these unobservable fixed or persistent effects are quite
different for part-time versus full-time working wives. Constraining the intercepts of
(8) and (9) may lead to fixed effects coefficient biases, and the equation error terms
may have non-zero means and fail to obey normal distributions even though U* and u

are approximately normally distributed. These simpliciations appear, either explicitly or implicitly, in a number of other empirical papers on the labour force behaviour
of married women. Moreover in studies such as Heckman's (1974, 1976) where the

impact of income taxes is ignored, the dependence of TXh on h in (2) is also

ignored. Problems resulting from fixed or persistent effects are of special concern in a
Canadian context. There are no good panel data for individuals in Canada. Thus there

is no possibility in Canadian studies of using econometric methods that make use of
panel data to allow for or estimate individual fixed effects terms or autoregressive

error structures. Any one of these simplifications that we have listed could potentially
result in parameter instability over the range of values for h.

In the case of couples in the United States who file joint tax returns, the first dollar
of a wife's earnings is taxed essentially at the marginal rate that would apply to an

additional dollar earned by the husband. In Canada, on the other hand, working
husbands and wives must file separate tax returns. Defining the marginal retention
rate at h hours of work as

RETh

=

1

-

TXh,

(10)

for a separate return at h = 0 we have

ln

(RETO)

=

0.

(1

1)

For a joint return, linearizing ln (RET) evaluated at h = 0 around EHT yields

ln (RETO) = -r0 + -q1(EHT) + u' (12)

where o and 1 are parameters and u' is a rand
to be normally distributed with mean 0 and constant variance. For some given
positive number of annual hours of work, hG, linearizing ln (RET) evaluated at h = hG
around EHT, Z, R, Z*, and hG yields

ln (REThG) = no + 1qI(EHT) + Zq2 + Rq3 + Z*14 + q5 hG + U" (13)
for a joint return, while for a separate return evaluated at h = hG we have

ln (REThG) = no + Zq2 + Rq3 + Z*14 + q5hG + U"', (14)

where 12 through 5 are parameters, and u" and u"' are random disturban
assumed to be normally distributed with mean 0 and constant variances. Thus from
5 See, for instance, Heckman (1974, 1976). In Rosen (1976) the offered wage is allowed to depend on
the hours of work, but a linearization is employed in accounting for income taxes and the hours of
work function can be seen to result from implicit linearizations of the asking wage function of the sort
discussed above.
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(2), (4) and (8) through (14) we see that the probability a wife will work more than hG
hours may be expressed as

P(h > hG) = P(ln Wh - ln Wh*Ih=hG > 0) (15)

= ( 1/(2ir)e) - U(t2/2) dt,
where6

=o (1/(o)[(0to - Po) + ZoC1 + Ro2 - Z*31 - I2EH7] (16)

for a separate return and hG = 0 with uo2 denoting the variance of t
U*- u,

Xo = (1/4o')[(oto + 10 - 13O) + Zo1, + Ro2 - Z*31 + (11 - 32)EHf] (17)
for a joint return and hG = 0 with (oo')2 denoting the variance of the random term
U*- (u + u'),

4hG = (l/hG)[(l - I3)(Qi0 + T0) - PO + ((1 - 3)T5 -4)hG (18)
+ Z(1 - 3)(Ot1 + 12) + R(1- 3)(t2 + T13)

+ Z*((1 - P3)-q4 - 1I) - 32EHT]
for a separate return and hG> 0 with JhG2 denoting the variance of the random term

U*- (1 - 3)(U + u' .), and

4hG = (1/hG)[(1 - 133)A0 + T0) - PO + ((1 - 3)5 - 14)hG (19)
+ Z(1 - 13)1 + 2) + R(I - 133)@2 + 113)

+ Z*((l - 13)T4 - PI) + ((1 - 133)Tl - 132)EHfl,

for a joint return and hG > 0 with (zrhG')2 denoting the variance of the ran

U* - (1 - 13) (u + u").
From (5), (2), and (8) we see also that for wives who do work

h = (1/14)[-1o + (1 - 13) ln Wh' - Z*13I - |32EHT1 - (1/P34)U*. (20)
In this study we are interested in obtaining separate sets of estimates of the parameters

of (9), our equation for the log of the offered wage, and of (20), our equation for the
wife's annual hours of work, for wives working less than 1,400 hours and for those
working at least 1,400 hours.

Equations (9) and (20) cannot be estimated directly, because of the selection bias
problem and because ln Wh' and U* are correlated in (20). It can be shown, however,
that the reduced form of (20) may be written as7

h = (1/P4)[-Po + (1 - 13) ln w' - Z*13 - 32EHT] + U2, (21)

6 By (2) we have In Wh' = In w + In RETh, into which (9) and one of the expressions from
(14) are substituted in turn to derive (16) through (19).

7 See Nakamura and Nakamura (1981) for details of deriving the expressions for (21), h* and U2. Note
that In w' depends on h only through In RETh, and In w' in the right-hand side of (21) is evaluated at
h = h*.
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where In wn is the deterministic part of In wn with
In
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=
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+

Rot2.

U2

is

(23)

some

norrn

to h* = (1/14)[-130 + (1 - 133) n Wn - Z*1 - 32EHT], which contains h* on the
right-hand side in a non-linear manner through ln RETh*, which is one component of

ln wn. Assuming that the disturbance terms of (9) and (20) obey conditions (A2) in
the Appendix and using the results presented there, we see that the equations to be
estimated are

In w = oxo + Zo1 + Rot2 + (o12/u2)X + V (24)
and

h = (1/14)[-1o + (1 - 13) ln wn - Z*p1 - 32EHT] + u2X + V*, (25)
where

A = [ft(1400) - f(40)]/[F(4O) - F(+1400)] (26)
for wives with 0 < h < 1,400, and

X = -ft( 1400)/ [F(+ 1400) - 1] (27)
for wives with h - 1,400, where f and F are, respectively, the standard normal

and cumulative normal density functions. Our null hypothesis, therefore, is that the
population values of the coefficients of (24) and (25) are the same for working wives
who work less than 1,400 hours as they are for wives who work at least 1,400 hours.

For both wives with 0 < h < 1,400 and wives with h - 1,400 the means and the
covariance structure of V and V* are given by (A9) with V and V* substituted for
V1 and V2 in these conditions. The offered wage equation (24) can be estimated by
OLS or GLS, and either OLS or GLS estimates can be obtained for the coefficients of
the hours equation (25) by the following iterative algorithm, which preserves the

non-linearity of ln RET. (Note that the deterministic part of In w is now given by

ln w = oxo + Zo1, + Rot2 + (12/kr2)X).)

Given estimates of the log of the offered wage rat
the hours equation (25) can be estimated iteratively
described more fully in Nakamura and Nakamura (
In RET(0) = 0 for Canada. For the United States we

calculated for h(O) = 1. Using the resulting estim

estimates for h(1) are obtained from (25). These in t

In RETh(1) and In W(l)n and new OLS and GLS es
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obtained from (25).8 This iterative process is continued until two successive sets of
estimates for the coefficients of (25) are sufficiently close to each other in terms of
percentage changes.

For the data samples used in this study, however, when the estimates for ln w
are obtained by applying either OLS or GLS to (24) severe multicollinearity problems
result in equation (25) among X, ln w' and Z*. This type of problem involving the

selection bias term is also briefly discussed by Smith (1980, 22-3). Thus in this

study we use a Durbin rank instrument to obtain the values of ln w 9 used in estimat-

ing our hours equation (25).
OUR DATA AND THE VARIABLES INCLUDED IN OUR MODEL

The basic Canadian data consist of 27,401 records for married couples living in

Canada, where the husband is 25-54 years old and no non-relatives are present,
which are contained in the 1 per cent Family File of the Public Use Sample from the

1971 Canadian Census. 10 The basic u.s. data consist of 27,414 records for married
couples living in the United States, where the husband is 25-54 years old and no
non-relatives are present, which are contained in the 1 per cent subsample from the
5 per cent primary State Public Use Sample of Basic Records from the 1970 u.s.

Census. 1 1 The records for each country have been divided into five groups according
to the child status of the wife. Separate results are presented for each country for (1)
wives whose only children living at home are younger than 6, (2) wives with both

children younger than 6 and children 6-14 at home, (3) wives whose only children
living at home are 6-14, (4) wives with children ever born but no children younger
than 15 at home, and (5) wives with no children ever born.
We define the vectors Z*, Z, and R as follows:

Personal characteristics affecting a wife's asking wage (Z*)
Z* 1. Number of children younger than 6 (included for wives with children younger
than 6 only and for wives with children younger than 6 and 6-14) (+)
Z*2. Number of children 6-14 years of age (included for wives with children 6-14
only and for wives with children younger than 6 and 6-14) (+)
8 The u.s. federal tax tables for 1969 (see Internal Revenue Service, 1971) and the state income tax
tables (see Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1969) are closely followed to
compute the values of ln RET(k) for each u.s. wife. Canadian federal and provincial tax tables for
1970 (see Department of National Revenue, 1972) and the Quebec income tax table for 1970 (see

Gilmour, 1968) are used to compute the values of ln RET(k) for each Canadian wife. See Nakamura
and Nakamura (1981, 473-5) for details.

9 The properties of Durbin's rank instrument method are discussed in Johnston (1972, 283-6) and
Kendall and Stuart (1973, 424, 529). For our purpose of predicting ln w the assumptions we require
are that the ranking of our observations on ln w is determined by the ranking of the (unobservable)

values of ln w, and that the predicted values of ln w, resulting from the regression of ln w on the
rank of w, converge in probability to ln w.
10 See Statistics Canada (1975).

11 See u.s. Bureau of Census (1972).
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Z*3. Number of children ever born (included for wives with children ever born but
no children younger than 15) (+)
Z*4. Employment income of the husband plus asset and other non-employment
income of the family (excluding the employment income of the wife), net of

federal and provincial or state income taxes to be paid at zero hours of work
for the wife; measured in thousands of dollars, and denoted as EHT above.
For convenience this variable will be referred to as 'other income' (+)
Z*5. Religion dummy (= 1 if religion of wife is Roman Catholic, = 0 otherwise;
for Canada only) (+)

Z*6. Language dummy (= 1 if language of home is French, = 0, otherwise; for
Canada only) (+)

Z*7. Race dummy (- 1 if wife is black,'2 = 0otherwise; for United States
only) (?)

Z*8. Age of wife; measured in tens of years (+)

Personal characteristics affecting a wife's offered wage (Z)
Z1. Age of wife; measured in tens of years (?)

Z2. Age of wife at first marriage (+)

Z3. Wife's years of education (+)

Z4. Race dummy (= 1 if wife is black, = 0 otherwise; for United States only) (-)

Regional economic variables affecting a wife's offered wage (R)
R 1. Regional index of potential hours of work for wives in different age and educational categories; denoted in the text by HI. (+)
The plus and minus signs in parentheses following the variable names indicate the
expected impact of each variable on the wife's asking or offered wage. It should be
noted that the coefficients of the variables appearing in the offered wage function (Z

and R) are expected to have the same signs in our probit equations as in the offered
wage function, while the coefficients of the variables appearing in the asking wage
function (Z*) are expected to have the opposite signs in our probit and hours of work
equations as in our asking wage function. In assuming that the child status variables
should have a positive impact on the asking wage, we are implicitly assuming that the
child-related costs of a wife's working rise more rapidly as the number of children is
increased than the perceived need for increased income as family size is increased. As
in Nakamura and Nakamura (1981), it is also assumed that the asking wage is a

positive function of both the log of the marginal after-tax offered wage and hours of

work (that is, f33 > 0 and IN4 > 0 in (8) and hence in (20)), and it is assumed that th
asking wage does not depend on the wife's education.
Of the variables included in this study, we shall discuss only the hours index, HI,

since the other variables were all used in Nakamura and Nakamura (1981). An index
12 Actually, information is available only in the u.s. census data for whether the husband is black, in
which case we assume for lack of further information that the wife is also black.
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designed to capture the impact on the offered wage of the expected job opportunities

for women relative to the size of the potential female labour force was also used in this
earlier study. This index performed well empirically. Nevertheless an index based on

numbers of jobs cannot reflect changes in the tightness of a labour market resulting
from changes in the annual number of hours of work available per job. Our new hours
index is designed to overcome this problem.

The values of our new hours index were calculated as follows:
K

HIj, I I Pikqk, I Hl E Pj Nj, 1,
where HI is the total hours of work in locality 1, qk, lis the expected proportion of the
total hours of work in locality 1 in occupation k, Pjk iS the expected proportion of the
total hours of work in occupation k going to workers of type j, Nj 1 is the total number

of women of type j' in locality 1, and Pj is the expected employment rate for women
of type j'. The localities are defined by province and place of residence (urban
?30,000, urban <30,000, rural) for Canada, and by state and place of residence
(urban, rural, entire state where urban/rural distinction cannot be made) for the

United States. The values of qk, lwere calculated as the actual local proportions of th
total hours of work in each occupation, using the same occupational groupings as are

used in Nakamura and Nakamura (1981). Hence in this study qk, 1H, is the actual
hours of work in locality 1 in occupation k. The values of Pjk were calculated as the
national proportions of the total hours of work in each place of residence in

occupation k going to workers of type j. Thus the numerator of HIj, 1 iS the ex
total number of hours of work in locality 1 going to workers of type j. The index j
used to denote nine types of women defined by the combinations of three age groups

(15-24, 25-54, 55+) and three educational groups (-8 years, 9-13 years, some

university). The index j' denotes the relevant subdivisions within each of our nine
basic groups, where these subdivisions are with respect to age (15-19, 20-24,
25-29, ... , 55-59, 60+), marital status (single; married; widowed, divorced, or

separated), and child status (none ever born, 1 ever born, 2 ever born, 3 + ever born)

After the indicated aggregation, therefore, the denominator of HIj 1 represents
expected number of women of each of our nine basic types in each locality who will
work based only on the stated demographic characteristics of these women. In other
words, for women of a given type the denominator in question is a refined measure of

the potential labour force. The index HI is thus a measure of the expected annual hours

of work per potential working woman of a given type in a given locality. It is expected
that higher values of HI will be associated with higher values of the offered wage
rates.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

In tables 1 and 2 we show OLS estimates for the co

annual hours of work equations for both Canada a
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five child status groups. 13 To obtain the results labelled CAN for Canada for (24) and
(25) we included data for all wives with positive employment income for 1970 and for

whom 0 < hi < 1,400 for the results shown in the left-hand column for each child
status group, and for whom hi - 1,400 for the results shown in the right-hand column
for each child status group. To obtain the results labelled us for the United States for
(24) and (25) we included data for all wives with positive employment income in 1969

who also worked in the census reference week and for whom 0 < hi < 1,400 for the
results shown in the left-hand column for each child status group, and for whom hi :
1,400 for the results shown in the right-hand column for each child status group. In
order to obtain the values for the selection bias term, A, included in (24) and (25) the
coefficients of (16) through (19) were estimated using probit analysis. Next values of

4)o and 41400 were calculated for each wife using the estimated versions of (16) and
(18) for Canadian wives who file separate tax returns if they work, and using the

estimated versions of (17) and (19) for u.s. wives who file joint tax returns if they
work. Finally the appropriate value of A was calculated for each working wife using

formula (26) for wives with 0 < h < 1,400, and formula (27) for wives with h :
1,400. In estimating the coefficients of (16) and (18), the dummy dependent variable
for the probit analysis was set equal to 1 if h > 0, and the wife earned positive
employment income for 1969 for the United States and for 1970 for Canada. In
estimating the coefficients of (17) and (19) the dummy dependent variable for the
probit analysis was set equal to 1 if h : 1,400 and the wife's earned positive

employment income for the relevant calendar year. 14 The full data sample for C
including both working and non-working wives was used in estimating the

coefficients of (16) and (18), and the full data sample for the United States was us
estimating the coefficients of (17) and (19).
The signs of the coefficients of (24) and (25) shown in tables 1 and 2 are generally
in agreement with our expectations, and with the results shown in Nakamura and
Nakamura (1981).

Fuchs has suggested that the real, rather than the nominal, asking and offered wage
rates should be viewed as functions of the variables included in Z*, Z, and R, with the

after-tax other income of the family expressed in real terms as well. His joint workin
paper with Michael and Scott (1979) contains a state price index that can be used to
implement his suggestion for the u.s. portion of our analysis. We began our
13 For the particular data samples used in this study we find that the regressions that must be performed
in order to obtain GLS estimates - of the squares of the OLS residuals for the offered wage equation
(24) on a constant term and M - to be very insignificant. (See the appendix for a description of the

procedures for obtaining GLS estimates and the definition of M.) Thus in this paper OLS estimates
are presented for the parameters of (24) and (25).

14 For Canada the values of hi were computed by mutiplying the number of weeks the wife worked in
1970 times her usual number of hours worked per week for the job held in the reference week for the
1971 Canadian census, or otherwise for the job of longest duration since 1 January of the previous

year. For the United States the values of hi were computed by multiplying the number of weeks
worked in 1969 times the actual number of hours worked at all jobs in the census reference week.
Owing to the missing data problem noted in the text, we have no way of directly computing annual
hours of work for u.s. wives who were not 'at work' during the census reference week. Thus the A
values for u.s. wives account not only for selectivity based on actual annual hours of work, but also

for the potential selectivity bias resulting from this missing data problem for u.s. wives.
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investigation of this question by first including the log of this price variable as an
explanatory variable in nominal asking and offered wage equations. We re-estimated

the resulting probit, offered wage and hours equations for the United States, and
tested the hypothesis that the coefficient of the log of the price variable in the offered
wage equation is 1. This hypothesis can be accepted at a 95 per cent confidence level
for all our child status and hours of work groups for the United States except wives

with children 6-14 working more than 1,400 hours. The t-statistic for this group is
2.13. Based on these results, we then re-estimated our model for the United States

using a real specification for our offered and asking wage equations. In particular, the
other income of the family was expressed in real terms, and the dependent variable of
the offered wage equation was expressed as the log of the offered wage minus the log
of the price variable; but the log of the price variable was no longer included as an

explanatory variable in our probit and hours equations. Comparing these results with
those shown in tables 1 and 2, the coefficient estimates were found to be virtually
identical except for the expected changes in magnitude in the estimates of the constant

term of the offered wage equation and the coefficient of the other income variable in

the hours equations. The reason for this similarity is not that the price differentials
between states are unimportant, but rather that the price index is virtually uncorrelated
with our other explanatory variables. Hence it appears that our results presented in

tables 1 and 2 of this paper are not seriously biased because regional price differentials were ignored in obtaining these results.

We turn now to the central question of whether there is evidence of systematic

differences in the values of the coefficients of (24) and (25) for wives working less
than 1,400 hours compared with the values of these coefficients for wives working at
least 1,400 hours. For each country and each hours of work category, estimates of the
coefficients of (24) and (25) have been obtained for wives in five child-status
categories. Under our null hypothesis that the population values of the coefficients of
(24) and (25) are the same for wives working less than 1,400 hours as for wives who
work at least 1,400 hours, the probability of the estimated value of a coefficient being

consistently higher (or consistently lower) for five out of five child-status groups for

part-time versus full-time wives is 3.13 per cent, while the probability of the
estimated value of a coefficient being consistently higher (or consistently lower) for
four out of five child-status groups for part-time versus full-time wives is 15.6 per
cent. 15 Looking at tables 1 and 2, using a 20 per cent critical region we find evidence
of systematic differences in the values of the coefficients of our wage equation for
part-time versus full-time wives for two out of six coefficients for Canadian wives and
for three out of seven coefficients for u.s. wives; and evidence of systematic
differences in the value of the coefficients of our hours equation for part-time versus

full-time wives for five out of six coefficients for Canadian wives and for four out of

five coefficients for u.s. wives. 16 Thus we do find evidence of parameter instability in
15 These probabilities are calculated using the binomial distribution with a success defined as the
coefficient estimate for wives with 0 < h < 1,400 exceeding the coefficient estimate for wives with h
a 1,400, n = 5 and p = 0.5.

16 The child-status variables that are not included in all five of the child-status groupings for wives in
each country are not included in this count.
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the empirical model given by (24) and (25) over the range of variation in annual hours
of work.
SOME IMPLICATIONS OF OUR RESULTS

Whether or not parameter instability of the sort we
importance will depend on the intended use of the empirical results. If we compare the

part-time and full-time coefficient estimates for those cases where both are significant
with even an 80 per cent level of confidence, we find only one instance where the

signs of the two coefficients estimates differ. Thus we do not find that our inferences
about coefficient signs would be altered by accounting for this parameter instability.

Of particular interest, we also find no evidence that the signs of the uncompensated
wage elasticities of hours of work are different for part-time versus full-time working

wives. Rather, we find these elasticities to be negative for both classifications of
working wives.

Angus Deaton and John Muellbauer (1980, 276) write that 'For men, whose
shadow wage is low and who work relatively long hours, the income effect is

dominant so that the labor supply curve is backward sloping, at least in the observed
range. For women, however, the high value of time spent in the home sets a relatively

high shadow wage and both participation and hours at work are lower than for men.

With shorter working hours, the income effect is necessarily relatively unimportant

so that rising real wages account for greater labor supply by married women through
increased participation and longer hours.' Using a similar line of reasoning, it has also

been suggested that the labour supply curve may be backward sloping for married
women who work full time, but that wives who work part time will increase their
labour supply when the real wage rises. If this hypothesis is correct, we should find in
table 2 that the estimated coefficients of the log of the hourly wage variable are

systematically more positive for wives who work less than 1,400 hours than for those
who work at least 1,400 hours. In table 2, however, we find no evidence of a

systematic difference in the value of the coefficient of the wage variable depending o

the hours of work category for Canadian wives, and for u.s. wives we find that the
estimated coefficients of the wage variable are systematically more negative for
part-time compared with full-time working wives. The corresponding uncompensated wage elasticities of annual hours of work are shown in table 3. They are seen to
lie in the range of values reported in Nakamura and Nakamura (1981, 483) for

married women, and in the range of values reported by other researchers for men.
These results lend no support then to the hypothesis that the labour supply curve

(conditional on working) is backward sloping for wives working long hours, but not
for wives working shorter hours.

The wage rate variable used in this study and in Nakamura and Nakamura (1981) is
created by dividing reported annual income for the relevant calendar year by a
measure of annual hours of work. The measure of annual hours of work is in turn
created by multiplying weeks of work in the relevant calendar year by hours of work
in the census reference week for u.s. wives, and by 'usual' hours of work per week for
Canadian wives. If our measure of annual hours of work is erroneously high (or low)
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for a given wife then our computed wage rate will tend to be erroneously low (or
high). If the computed wage rate variable were entered directly (in log form) into our
equation for the log of the wife's annual hours of work, this errors-in-the-variables
problem would lead to a negative bias on the coefficient of the wage rate variable. It is
plausible also that the errors-in-the-variables problem for our measure of annual

hours of work is more serious for those who work irregularly or who work only a few
hours per week than for full-time workers. Thus if the computed wage variable were

entered directly into our equation for the log of the wife's annual hours of work, there
might well be a larger negative bias on the coefficient of the wage variable when this
coefficient was estimated using data from a sample of wives with 0 < h < 1,400 than

when this coefficient was estimated using data from a sample of wives with h ?
1,400.

This is not what we have done, however; in both Nakamura and Nakamura (1981)
and in the present study an instrumental variable has been used for the wage rate
variable appearing in the equation for the log of the wife's annual hours of work. Thus
the errors-in-the-variables problem discussed above can 'explain' our finding of a
negative relationship between the wage rate and annual hours of work and our finding
of a more negative relationship between the wage rate and annual hours of work for

part-time than for full-time working wives, only if some portion of the measurement
error in question is systematically picked up by the instrument for the wage rate. In
this respect, it should be noted that the Durbin rank instrument used in this study is
quite different from the reduced form predictions of the log of the offered wage rate
used as an instrument in Nakamura and Nakamura (1981). Also the errors of

measurement problem should be different for the United States than for Canada, s
'usual' hours of work per week are reported in the Canadian census while actual hours
of work in the census reference week are reported in the u.s. census. Yet comparing
the computed (uncompensated) elasticities of hours of work with respect to the

after-tax offered wage rate, we find great similarity between the values reported in

this study (table 3) and the values reported in Nakamura and Nakamura (1981, 483,
table xi), and between the respective sets of estimates for the two countries. Thus,
although we are continuing to investigate this question, we do not believe that our
results in this paper point to an errors-in-the-variables problem.

We feel it is more likely these results mean that the underlying theoretical model
should be revised, or at least reinterpreted. Perhaps many families determine the

long-term level of family consumption based solely on the husband's earning
capacities, and many of the wives found working part-time are simply working to
cover what the family regards as short-term divergences between actual levels of

consumption and the husband's earnings. The income effect on hours of work of a
wage change will be very strong, of course, for a wife who is working solely to pay for
some specific item such as a vacation, an addition to the family home, or the
education of a child. We hope that the responses obtained to some of the questions
that have been asked in the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics will shed
some light on these questions. On the basis of the present study, the hypothesis that
the coefficient of the wage variable in the equation for the wife's annual hours of work
is the same for wives with 0 < h < 1,400 as for wives with h : 1,400 is rejected for
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the United States and the hypothesis that this coefficient is more positive for wives

with 0 < h < 1,400 than for wives with h > 1,400 is also rejected for both the United
States and Canada. Further investigation is now required to gain a substantive
understanding of these results.

Obtaining separate sets of estimates of the coefficients of our wage rate and hours
of work equations for part-time and full-time working wives also provides us with
some additional insight into the nature of the labour market disadvantage of black

wives in the United States. Nakamura and Nakamura (1981) find the estimated
coefficients of the race dummy in the offered wage equation to be consistently
negative and generally highly significant, with the values of the coefficient estimates
ranging from -0.044 to -0.193. In the present study the coefficient estimates of the

race variable in the offered wage equation are always insignificant for wives with 0 <

hi < 1,400, except for wives with children younger than 6. For wives working more
than 1,400 hours who have had children, the estimated coefficients for this variable

are always negative and generally significant, and range from -0.046 to -0.138. For
wives working full time with no children ever born we estimate this coefficient to

be -0.302, and it is highly significant. These full-time black wives, therefore, are
seen to be bearing the brunt of the wage rate differential between black and nonblack wives, which cannot be attributed to racial differences in the distributions
of measurable personal characteristics such as years of education. Based on these
results, we cannot agree completely with Freeman's (1973, 280) conclusion

concerning race discrimination that, 'for women ... discriminatory differences
appear to have virtually disappeared.' Moreover part of the dramatic 'collapse' in the
economic differences separating black and white women documented by Freeman
(1973, 280 and 281, table I) may well be due to major shifts over this same time period

in the proportions of black and non-black women working part versus full time.17
Even quite small differences in coefficient values over the range of variation in annual
hours of work might substantively affect the results in other studies of discrimination
where discrimination is measured as the residual difference after accounting for
differences between the group of interest and the comparison group in the values of
the explanatory variables.

A final finding of this study is that it is extremely important to account for

parameter differences, particularly in the values of the constant term, between wives
found to work part time and those found to work full time in equations to be used for

predicting the hours of work of individual wives. In order to explore this point more
fully we re-estimated our annual hours equation (25) using data for all the wives found
to work in each child status category for each country. Thus we now have

X

=

f(4O)/F(4O)

(28)

as in Nakamura and Nakamura (1981). In table 4 we show the distributions of actual
17 Freeman (1973, 280) finds a 'collapse in the economic differences separating black and white women,
with the ratio of incomes rising from 0.50 (1950) to 0.86 (1970).' For a very interesting discussion of
how shifts in the proportions of black and white women working full- versus part-time may have

affected the black / white female wage differential, as well as discussions and evidence concerning
other related issues, see James P. Smith (forthcoming).
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TABLE 4

Actual and predicted distributions for annual hours of work and R2s
Canada

United

States

Hours equations Hours equations
Hours equations allowing for Hours equations allowing for
allowing for selection into allowing for selection into
Annual selection into categories of selection into categories of

hours of category of 0 < h < 1,400 category of 0 < h < 1,400
work Actual h > 0 and h 3 1,400 Actual h > 0 and h > 1,400
0<
h
600
28
0
25
14
0
8
600 < h 1,200 13 18 25 18 4 29
1,200 < h 1,800 17 51 0 20 53 0
1,800 < h 2,200 35 20 48 41 29 60
h>2,200
4
13
1
7
15
0
R2

of

for

regression

predicted

on

0.064

0.810

0.046

0.779

actual individual
values

Number of observations 11,614 10,201

hours of work; of predicted hours of wo

coefficient estimates are shown in tabl
and full-time categories of 0 < h < 1,400 and h , 1,400; and of predicted hours

when we use our hours equations allowing only for selection into the category of
workers with h > 0. In obtaining the predicted values for annual hours we used the

observed wage rates net of taxes evaluated at the wife's actual hours of work.
From table 4 we see that the mode of the predicted values for annual hours of work
obtained allowing only for selection into the category of workers (h > 0) lies in the
range of 1,200 < h - 1,800, while the modes of the actual values and of the predicted
values allowing for selection into the categories of 0 < h < 1,400 and h - 1,400 are

in the range of 1,800 < h - 2,200. The distributions of predicted hours allowing for
selection into part-time and full-time work categories are not entirely satisfactory
either. The distributions are too concentrated in the modal range of 1,800 < h S
2,200, and the shape of the distribution of actual hours for those working less than
1,800 hours is not properly captured for either country. The R2s at the bottom of table

4 for the regressions of the predicted on the actual individual annual hours of work
make it clear, however, that there is a dramatically better correspondence between the

actual values and the predicted values obtained by first sampling into our part-time
and full-time hours of work categories than between the actual values and the
predicted values obtained allowing only for sampling into the category of workers.
The distributions of prediction errors are also quite different for our two methods
of predicting annual hours of work. All our hours of work equations were estimated
using a Durbin rank instrument for the included wage rate variable and iterated using

hours of work from the previous iteration to determine the tax rate. In obtaining
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TABLE 5

Summary statistics for the distributions of prediction errors
Canada

United

States

Hours equations Hours equations
Hours equations allowing for Hours equations allowing for

allowing for selection into allowing for selection into
selection into categories of selection into categories of
category of 0 < h < 1,400 category of 0 < h < 1,400
h > 0 and h > 1,400 h > 0 and h > 1,400

Mean prediction error -374.50 7.36 -289.12 -2.43
Standard deviation for

prediction errors 778.77 330.20 709.17 325.68
Test statistic for test of
null hypothesis that
the distribution of

prediction errors has

a zero meana -51.82 2.40b -41.18 -0.75b

aCritical values are 1.960 for a 95 per cent level o
and 2.576 for a 99 per cent level of confidence using a two-tailed test.

bNull hypothesis accepted with a critical region of 0.01.

values for predicted hours of work, however, we have used the observed wage rates
net of taxes evaluated at the wife's observed hours of work. Thus there is no

definitional reason why the distributions of prediction errors must have zero means.

We see from table 5 that the null hypothesis that the distribution of prediction errors
has a zero mean is rejected for both countries when the predictions for annual hours
are obtained by the conventional method allowing only for sampling into the category
of workers. However, this null hypothesis is accepted for both countries using a

critical region of 0.01 when the predictions for hours of work are obtained allowing
for sampling into our part-time and full-time categories for hours of work. From table
6 we see also that the distributions of prediction errors for the latter method are much

more symmetrical and closer in shape to a normal distribution with zero mean and the
observed sample variance than is the case for the former method. The null hypothesis

that the prediction errors obey a normal distribution is, however, rejected for both

methods for both countries using a conventional x2 test.
CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we find statistical evidence of parameter instability in a conventional

empirical model of the labour force behaviour of married women over the range of
variation in annual hours of work. This instability is not severe enough to result in

sign changes. Nor do we find any evidence that the uncompensated wage elasticities
of hours of work are positive for wives working part time as has been hypothesized. In
fact, we find these elasticities to be consistently negative for working wives in both
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hours of work categories. We do find, however, that accounting for parameter

instability of the sort identified may be important in making labour force compariso
between different groups such as blacks and non-blacks or women and men. And
accounting for this sort of instability, particularly in the constant term, is found to be

particularly important when equations estimated from cross-sectional data, in which
it is not possible to take account of fixed or persistent individual effects, are to be used

for predicting hours of work for large numbers of individual wives.
APPENDIX: A TWO-STAGE ESTIMATION METHOD

FOR DATA SAMPLES CENSORED AT TWO LIMITS

We are interested in estimating 3 1 and 2 where
individual i (i = 1, ..., I) are

Yi=

Xli4l

+

Ul,

(Ala)

and

y2i

=

X2i32

+

U2i,

(Alb)

and where Xji (j = 1, 2) are 1
vectors of parameters, and U1
that

E(U1i)

=

E(U2i)

=

0,

(A2a)

E(Uj12) = U12 for j = 1, 2, (A2b)
E(UIjU2i)

=

zr12,

(A2c)

and

E(UjiUji,) = 0 for i # i' and j = 1, 2. (A2d)
The first element of XIi and of X2i is assumed to
individual i the value of Y, i is observed if

a

<

Y2j

<

b,

(A3)

where a and b are distinct real numbers (a < b). Without loss of generality we

assume that for the first I, (,I) individuals data is available on Yli. (Heckm
model (1976, 1977, 1979) is a special case of (A3) for which a = 0 and b = oo. Also
Poirier (1978) and Poirier and Melino (1978) consider a degenerate case in which Y2

does not exist and hence Y1 is observed if and only if a < Y1 < b, which is again a
special case of our model presented here.)

In the empirical sections of this paper, the ith individual is the ith wife,18 Yl
corresponds to her offered (market) hourly wage, and Y2j corresponds to her annual
hours of work. The ith wife is considered to work part time if her annual hours of
18 The subscript i has been dropped in the body of this paper for notational convenience.
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work are greater than zero and less than 1,400, and full time if her annual hours of

work are at least 1,400. The offered wage is observed for both part-time and full-time
working wives.
In general, the subsample regression functions are

E(Yji1Xji, a < Y2i < b)

= Xli4l + E(Uila -X2i42 < U2i < b - X2i32) (A4a)
and

E(Y2ilX2i, a < Y2i < b)
= X2i42 + E(U2ia -X2i42 < U2i < b - X2ij32), (A4b)
where

E(Ujila - X2i32 < U2i < b -X2i32) = (ol2/Cr2)Xi, (A5a)
E(U2i1a - X2i42 < U2i < b -X2i32) =r2Xi, (A5b)
Xi = (f(4+bi) - f(kai))I(F(?i) - F(4)bi)), (A6)
4ai = (11o2)(a - X2i42), 4;bi = (1/or2)(b - X2ij32), (A7)

and f and F are, respectively, the standard normal and cumu
Thus the conditional regression functions to be estimated for individuals satisfying
(A3) may be written as

yli = Xl i, + (ol2/Co2)Xi + V1i (A8a)
and

y2i =X2if32 + Cr2Xi + V2i, (A8b)
where

E(VlilXli, Xi, a - X2i32 < U2i < b - X2i2) , (A9a)

E(V2ilX2i, Xi, a - X2i42 < U2i < b - X2iP32) = 0, (A9b)
and

E(VjiVji IX1i, X2i, Xi, a - X2if2 < U2i < b - = 0
for i # i' and j=1, 2, (A9c)
and where19

E(V1I2IX1,, Xi, a - X2di2 < U2i < b - X2i132)

= u12(1 - p2) + ur12p2M,, (A9d)
E(V2I21X2i, Xi, a - X2id2 < U2i < b - X2i42) = 22m, (A9e)
E(VliV2ilXli, X2i, Xi, a - X2432 < U2i < b - X2i2) u= c12Mi, (A9f)
19 We obtain these results using results found in Johnson and Kotz (1970, chap. 13, 77, 81, 83; chap.
36, 112).
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for p2 = c122/(C21OCf22), Mi = 1 + (i- X,2, and
i= (4iaf(4ai) - (4biff((bi))/(F((4bi) F(kai))- (A9g)
We also have

0

S

1

from

kai

+

i

-xi2

(A9e)

and

S

and

()bi

iS

I

(AIO)

from

1.

the

(Our

f

ex

pressions (4f)-(4h), and our (A10) corresponds to his (5).20 It is easily seen that our
expressions reduce to his if we set a = 0 and b = oo.)

Probit analysis for the probability that Y2i > a gives estimates for the coefficien

(121 - a)/u2, 122/u2, *- -, b2K2 /2; and probit analysis for the probability that
Y2i > b gives estimates for the coefficients (121 - b)/u2, 122/u2, ..., P2K2/u2. Th
entire sample is used in both cases with the dummy dependent variable set equal to 1

if the appropriate condition on Y2i is satisfied for the ith individual and set equal to
0 otherwise. These estimated coefficients can be used to calculate 4ai, 4bi, Xi, and
Mi, the estimated values for 4ai, 4bi, Xi, and Mi for each individual. The conditional
regression functions (A8a) and (A8b) may then be estimated directly for the appropriate subsamples of individuals using OLS and ignoring (A9d)-(A9f). Or we may
recover the residuals from these OLS regressions, and regress the squares of the

residuals from (A8a) on a constant term and Mi to obtain estimates of the varianc

of VI i for each individual in a particular subsample. Estimates of the variance of V
for each individual in the subsample are given by S22Mi, where S2 is the OLS
coefficient of Xi in (A8b). These variance estimates may then be used to obtain GLS
estimates for the coefficients of (A8a) and (A8b) using weighted least squares. In
deriving these GLS estimates for (A8a) and (A8b) the interequation correlation given
by (A9f) is still ignored, and asymptotic efficiency cannot be claimed for this GLS
procedure. The usual formulas for the standard errors of the coefficients are not
appropriate for either the OLS or the GLS procedures described above, except under

the null hypothesis of no selection bias.
The correct asymptotic variance-covariance matrix for the OLS case may be
obtained as follows. Run OLS regressions (A8a)-(A8b) where X is substituted in
for X. Denote by C the coefficients of X from equation (A8a), where the population

value of C is c1 2/02. Let 131 be the estimated B13. Then the corrected standard errors
Heckman (1979) derived for the one-limit case can be easily extended to the present

two-limit case with the following changes:

I. Estimate al by
1I

E V1 2 ^2 Ii
&11=

i

I1I1 i=1

E

i

20 See Heckman (1979).
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A

term from (A8a).

A

A

whe

II. For calculating B qI B' for the limiting distribution

(II), P^1 f3) - N(O, BqfB'),
Heckman's expression for B tj B' holds in the two-limit case if the following changes
are made:

a. Denote Zi = (4ai, 4pbi), and use as Heckman's aXilaZi the expression aXi/OZi=

(OXi/da1, OaiX'0bd where Heckman's equations (1Sa) and (15b) would now read
(in our notation):

dAx (d aff(4 ai) {f(4bi) - f(4a)}f(4ai) (1a)
4ai F(4ai)- F(?bi) {F(4i)- F(4+bi)}2
and

dXj - bi f(4'bi) + {f(4bi) -ftki)lf((tbi)
04bi F(4ai)- F(4bi) {F(kai)- F(4+bi)}2 b
b. Use as Heckman's -gi the expression

ni= {1 + C2(gi -_2)/ar2}
It should be noted that these corrected standard errors are not valid for the case

where (Ala) or (AIb) or both are not reduced from equations. For example, if the
offered wage appears on the right-hand side of the hours equations, general ex-

pressions for the corrected standard errors are not available for the hours equation

It should be pointed out that ia, and (bi in (A7) may be defined alternatively

4ai = (1/o2)(a- X2iP2 a), 4lbi = (/2)(b - X2iP2 b), (A1)

where some or all of the respective elements of 132a and ,32b may diff
the relevant coefficients needed to calculate 4i and 'Pbi may still be obtained using

probit analysis for the probability that Y2j > a and for the probability that Y2j > b.
For instance, f2 in (Alb) may be replaced by 132(Y2), in which case the functions
defining 4ai and 4bi in (Al 1) will include P32(Y2) evaluated at Y2 = a and at Y2 = b,
respectively. If we suspect that f,3 also varies in value over the range of variation

for Y2j, we can also replace PI in (Ala) by I(Y2). In the present application we are
interested in determining whether some elements of P,I and P12 are functions of a
wife's annual hours of work.

Furthermore the range of variation for Y2 over which Y1 is observed may be

broken up into a sequence of intervals with endpoints b, < b2 < ... ; probit analysis
21 Corrected standard errors for a certain type of instrumental variables estimator are considered for

simultaneous equations models with selectivity in Lee et al. (1980, equation (24)). Their computational formulas do not apply to our estimation method.
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may be repeatedly applied for the probability that Y2i > b1, Y2i > b2, and so forth;

and 132b1, f2b2, ... and ,b1j, kb2i' ... may be estimated. Using these estimates for
,b1i' kb2i' * , values for Xi and Mi for each individual in each of the subsamples
defined by the endpoints bI, b2, ... may be obtained from (A6), (A9g) and the formula
for Mi. The appropriate OLS or GLS subsample regressions should then yield a piecewise approximation to the underlying response surface.

The method presented for estimating the parameters of a pair of reduced form
equations such as (Ala) and (Aib) using data censored at two limits may easily be
extended to allow estimation in these same circumstances of the associated pair of
structural equations, provided that these structural equations are identified. Suppose,

for instance, that the structural system corresponding to the reduced form equations
(Ala) and (Alb) is

Yi

=

Xil

+

Uli

(A12a)

and

y2i= ylYli + X*Y2 + Ui*, (Al2b)

where Xi* is a vector of exogenous var

and Ui* is a random disturbance term.
may be rewritten in the reduced form as (Alb) where X2 consists of all distinct

exogenous variables chosen from X1 and X* and U2i = YI Uli + Ui*. Assuming
the distribution of Uli and U2i thus defined to be bivariate normal, previous results
may be used. This extension is relevant in the present application, since we are
interested in directly estimating the response of the ith wife's annual hours of work
to a given change in her offered wage rate.
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